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Introduction
Commerce is the lifeblood of every nation, and of the world as a
community of nations. Cut the supply of commerce and a nation will die;
compromise the commerce, and it will atrophy. And to be sure, commerce
and its continuing success in our globally competitive markets is predicated
on the continuing evolution of technology and the essential competition for
goods that are made faster, cheaper, and better.
This has been true through
thousands of years of recorded history, and it will remain true in the
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coming millennia as well as we transition from Earth-bound commerce to
ventures that span the solar system.
In this chapter we will examine issues, challenges, technologies and
other factors that feed the quest for the international cooperation required to
initiate and sustain viable Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth commerce.
The approach taken here is based on the proposition that the
commercialization of space will follow the same path as terrestrial history,
but with greater distance, cost, risk, and countless factors that are literally
“unknown unknowns.”
In addition, the colossal humankind endeavor into space will be
enabled by a rate of technology change that is unprecedented and
unparalleled in recorded history. That, too, is the challenge for
international cooperation – each contributing nation will likely possess
different levels of expertise, and yet despite the variation, or perhaps
because of it, the nations of the world will find an inescapable need to
participate in space commerce, as it will become central to their long term
economic sustenance and success.

Forces Affect International Terrestrial Commerce
System Today and the Influences in International
Earth-to-Space Commerce
Commerce and the development of commercial prowess have been among
the key drivers of human civilization. Ocean ports, for example, have
always been not only the hubs of commerce, but usually of finance, culture,
art, and higher learning. In commercial centers, acceleration of change is
self-propelled through the interaction of people, ideas, ambitions, and
challenges.
And acceleration also occurs as trade itself accelerates. With
improving technology from oar to sail to steam, and then exponentially
with air travel, commerce grows. The advent of integrated, intermodal
13
transportation of cargo has led to yet another advance in the equation, as
it adds significant speed to the pace with which goods are moved. With
commerce now moving into space, the “oceans” become regions of even
greater challenge, near absolute zero in temperature, a near perfect devoid
vacuum, and unlike the watery ocean, a domain that cannot support life as
13

See Chapter 16, Space Commerce – The Inside Story By the people Making It
Happen, Langdon Morris, and Kenneth Cox, editors, Aerospace Technology
Group, ISBN 978-0-578-06578-6, 2010.
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we know it.
But speed costs money, both to develop and to utilize, whether in the
air, or on the computer chip, it is a question of economic investment and
17
subsequent payback against the assumptions made in the business case.
Today, for example, it may be counterintuitive to some, but container
ships often take longer to cross the oceans than the Cutty Sark in the 1870s,
as owners adopt a ‘super-slow steaming’ approach to reduce fuel
18
consumption.

Figure 2: Shipping 1869 and 2009: The Cutty Sark and The Emma Maersk

Hence, the decisions that are made in any given situation may not
coincide with what one would have assumed, as narrow assumption-driven
approaches may not work in the development of space commerce.

Linking History and the World Today: Technology
and Its Effects on International Commerce
Space transportation systems designs, and consequently their cost, has not
14
15
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1948_Tucker_Sedan;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preston_Tucker.
“Fuel Efficiency of Commercial Aircraft: An Overview of Historical and Future
Trends”, Peeters, P.M., Middel, J., Hooolhorst, A., Nationaal Lucht-en
Ruimtevaartlaboratorium, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR, NLR-CR-2005669, November 2005.
National Review, October 3, 2011 Volume LXIII, No. 18. “Swift Blind
Horseman?”, Peter Theil, p 30.
Ibid, p 31.
"Modern cargo ships slow to the speed of the Sailing Clippers”, by John Vidal, The
Observer, July 24, 2010.
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benefitted significantly from innovation in fuel system design, celestial fuel
depot storage and replenishment, or propulsion system technology since
Wehrner Von Braun first speculated in the 1930s about how to get to
19
space. This same vision continues to be reflected in how NASA sees the
20
next 50 years of access to space exploration.

Figure 3: 75 Years Of Unchanging Fuel And Rocket Power Technology:
The Model For The Future?

There is just not a priority and the commensurate funding being
applied for the breakthrough that will be required to economically sustain
the commercialization of space. Therefore, the pace of space conquest,
including space commercialization, has slowed dramatically.
How fast
humanity achieves commercially viable space access is directly dependent
upon the funding, both private and public, that is allocated for integrated
transportation / fuel systems.
In this regard, the evolution of these systems doesn’t just “happen,”
it’s forced. And often this occurs when an immature technology is
suddenly required in a more mature form, and all of a sudden new options
appear to address the need.
In the case of space technology, while there is certainly no going
back to the “glory days” of NASA, what will be the spark that ignites largescale space commerce?

19
20

Colliers Magazine June, 1953, feature article.
NASA proposed Constellation Aries V Heavy Lift vehicle.
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The Future Points toward Efficient Speed to
Access Space
As shown in Figure 3, the prevalent space lift system is vertical ascent and
vertical (ballistic) re-entry or down. The space shuttle was the first step in
the journey toward truly affordable and productive space access: horizontal
(guided, controlled, and targeted) re-entry.
The next step will be the
horizontal ascent, and horizontal re-entry, or return.
(That fundamental
tenet of the development of space access was summarily ignored by the
Constellation Exploration Program, which was proposed, initiated and then
canceled by Congressional budget action.)
This next step work is being
pursued in England as a follow-on to the HOTOL (Horizontal Take-off and
Landing) aircraft of the 1980’s. The key technology is the engine that
combines the jet with the rocket seamlessly and collects the rocket oxidizer
(atmospheric oxygen) on the leg of the journey from take-off to the edge of
21
the atmosphere while on jet power, as shown in Figure 4.
This approach addresses the mass fraction-to-payload issue discussed
22
in Chapter 12 in Space Commerce, Heavy Lift Boosters. This is but one
of several approaches to the continuation of the concept to the Orient
Express or National Aerospace Plane (NASP) as proposed during the
Reagan administration.

Figure 4: The National Aerospace Plane (NASP)

The technology required to build either of these crafts may still
beyond what current fuel and metallurgy technology permit. However, it is
21
22

Reaction Engines Ltd., www.reactionengines.co.uk, Building D5, Culham Science
Centre, Abingdon, Onon, OX14 3DB.
See Chapter 12, Space Commerce: The Inside Story by the People Who Are
Making it Happen. Aerospace Technology Working Group, 2010.
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clear that the horizontal / horizontal booster / space access systems will be
a quantum technology step and the cost of space access and space goods
will change dramatically. While that is a bold statement, the shuttle system
proved the cost of up-mass can be compensated for by down-mass when
the vehicle system can in fact perform both functions. Here, we are
focused upon the booster system for its up / down-mass capabilities as a
part of a much larger logistical system.
That logistical system is the space
23
port, which has connection to terrestrial ports.

Economic Impact of International Commerce Now
and Tomorrow
How severe is this fuel / speed / efficiency / technology “gap” in commerce
in our world today?
A recent survey shows that the current megafreighters, also known as Post-Panamax ships, larger ships, are slowing as
much as 20% below top speed with the intent of fuel cost savings,
24
averaging over 40%.
While this is a suitable business response to immediate economic
conditions, it may also ultimately delay the development of better, more
systemic solutions to the same underlying issues. This interplay between
profit and research is an ongoing dialog throughout history.
Between 1970 and 2010 the volume of world ocean commerce more
than tripled, from 11 million ton-miles to 34 million ton-miles. In 2010,
the cargo was comprised of 50% crude oil, oil products and coal, roughly
25% iron ore and grains of all types, and the rest of merchandise consisting
almost exclusively of 1 and 2 ton equivalent-unit (TEU) containers of
25
finished goods.
A Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1990 dollars of about $41,000
billion across the globe in 2000, and an estimated $80,000 billion by 2010,
certainly fueled by the 34 million ton-miles of goods transported for trade
26
purposes. Contrast this with the new wealth of the 1950s America, where
the GDP of a post World War II world was a mere $4,000 billion.
This is a 10-fold increase in the interconnection of the world for
23
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Ibid.
“Modern cargo ships slow to the speed of the Sailing Clippers”, by John Vidal,
The Observer, July 24, 2010.
The Wilson Quarterly, Autumn 2010, “The World Trade Revolution”, Martin
Walker, Pages 23-27
http://econ161.berkeley.edu/TCEH/1998_Draft/World_GDP/Estimating_
World_GDP.html Estimating World GDP, One Million B.C. - Present
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goods and services in just 60 years, clearly a principal factor in the virtually
unbroken growth of prosperity of the period 1950 – 1978.
What will happen, then, when lunar and space assets are added to the
mix and the world becomes even more interconnected?
The wealth this represents is potentially staggering, and the
international cooperation that is achieved in meeting this challenge is likely
to be beyond what the world has ever experienced. While our world is a
more dangerous place today than it was 50 years ago, with nearly every
nation now participating “inside” the system of trade, no country that
wishes to continue to exist can dare seriously disrupting this flow of
money.
Our expectation is that sooner rather than later, every nation will also
aspire to participate in the space commerce arena for the same reasons,
namely national competitiveness.
This same dynamic can also be
harnessed to promote peace both terrestrially and beyond.

How To Grow The Economic Resources Needed?
Technology Must Be Funded, Created and Employed
The technical literature is full of examples of the impact of fuel technology
and fuel cost on commerce.
The era of “cheap oil,” for example, ended with the Oil Shocks
beginning in about 1973, and this has had a fundamental impact globally
ever since. Airlines that were once profitable entities and highly attractive
stocks have seen their profit margins eroded to nothing, and the possibility
of earning any profit at all generally depends on fuel prices.
Andrew
Soare, from the Lux Research Corporation noted, “It’s hard to hang your
hat on either $150 per barrel or extensive government support because
either one can shift within a few months.” He noted the average cost of jet
fuel went from $3.89 / gallon in January 2008 to $1.26 in February of 2009,
27
then back to $3.14 in July of 2011.
Figure 6 shows that the specific fuel consumption per seat-mile fell
28
exponentially for 15 years, but then went flat precisely when fuel prices
rose, profits were squeezed, and research and development budgets were
27

28

Aerospace Engineering”, December 14, 2011, “Booking Flights on Bio-fuel”, by
Patrick Ponticel, Page 20-21.
“Fuel Efficiency of Commercial Aircraft: An Overview of Historical and Future
Trends”, Peeters, P.M., Middel, J., Hooolhorst, A., Nationaal Lucht-en
Ruimtevaartlaboratorium, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR, NLR-CR-2005669, November 2005.
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cut.

Figure 6: Seat Mile Costs Normalized by Fuel Cost

As we noted in chapter 16 of Space Commerce, as ocean cargo ships
grow larger on a given technology they tend thereby to have a smaller cost
per unit of delivered cargo, clearly driven by business efficiency
requirements.
Similarly, Figure 7 shows the downward trend of total fuel
29
consumption as aircraft became larger.
But even this curve has flattened
out, showing that there is a point where a given approach, such as size
alone, cannot yield additional economic benefit.

29

Ibid.
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Figure 7: Total Specific Fuel Consumption Including All Technologies

Hence, for breakthroughs to occur, a uniform, continuous, and
simultaneous push is required to be exerted on all related technologies to
the transportation industry, inclusive of all modes in question.
And each industry will vary, depending on the unique and specific
technologies involved. The aircraft industry will have a radically different
solution set than the shipping industry.
What must be sought after in the space arena is a phenomenon as
30
depicted in Figure 8. The ultimate solutions might include fuel depots,
space-based cryogenic fuel handling / depots, closed cycle food production,
as well as solving medical issues, such as the reversing long term effects
related to lack of 1 g-force, and reproductive / radiation effects.

30

Ibid.
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Figure 8: Technology Transition And The Elative Efficiencies
Piston Versus Jet

Logistics and Continuous Fiscal Support: Local,
Regional, National and International Politics
Interact in Unintended Ways
Significant change is coming with the opening of the enlarged Panama
Canal, and we will use this as an example of how public policy and private
31
commerce interact.
In a briefing to a public forum on September 21,
2011, Alex Dreyer, Chief Executive Officer of the Port of Houston
Authority (POHA), discussed this rapid and profound change:

“The impact of the new, wider Panama Canal is a “game changer” for
shipping, especially on the Gulf Coast when it is completed in 2014.
Conservative estimates indicate we will see an increase of about 15
percent on the number of TEU’s we handle. Those containers will be
arriving on ships up to 3 times larger than the present ones transiting
31

Chapter 16, Space Commerce – The Inside Story By the People Who Are Making
It Happen, Langdon Morris and Kenneth Cox, editors, Aerospace Technology
Working Group, ISBN 978-0-578-06578-6, 2010.
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the current canal.”32
Houston is the second largest port in tonnage in the United States,
and yet:

“The Corps of Engineers estimates that it takes $40-50M per year to
maintain the Houston Ship Channel at its authorized depth. For
FY2011, the port of Houston needed $40.6M to meet critical
dredging requirements, yet only $24M was funded by the federal
government. This is despite $768M in customs revenues being
collected."33
We see from this that when government is the controlling entity or
major partner, the result is often mismanagement at the strategic level
because the highly useful feedback derived from the profit motive has been
removed. In a publically-controlled venture, acknowledging reality does
not mean that will be reflected in funding.

“Roberto Aleman, Chief Executive of the Panama Canal Authority, is
on record as saying that Houston stands to benefit from his canal’s
expansion more than any other port on the Gulf Coast. However, he
also recognizes that there is fierce competition among U.S. ports for
dredging funds and he candidly admits that not all those ports vying
for this funding will be called on by post-Panamax ships.”34
Government oversight alone might not be sufficient to assure
appropriate use funding. Lacking details, it appears to be the arbitrarily
imposed limitation on maintenance requirements but in fact has the largest
effect upon the enhancement and augmentation areas.
Another issue, also examined in Space Commerce, is that the
traditional roles of the Navy and the Coast Guard would certainly be
replicated in a spaceport because of the role that a spaceport would play not
only in commerce but also in national security. Well-maintained ports with
adequate infrastructure are stimuli for economic growth and fiscal
soundness, and they are also necessary for a strong national defense.
32

33
34

Remarks delivered at Baytran Monthly Meeting, 9/21/2011 by Alex Dreyer, Chief
Executive Officer, Port of Houston Authority, 1111 East Loop North, Houston,
Texas; www.portofHouston.com
Ibid.
Ibid.
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However, strategic needs, certainly international ones, and most
national ones, are rarely the same priorities as the expediencies of politics.
(And certainly the politics of international space commerce are at best, still
emerging.) Hence, we can expect that space commerce policy may be even
more disconnected from longer term goals and objectives.
Nevertheless, it is our view that free international trade and trade into
space, out of space, and between locations in space will be the key to future
wealth. It is strategic, and like the Medieval cathedrals, building these
capabilities will be a multi-generational process.
As with any endeavor that must endure over a prolonged period,
education will be essential to sustaining the effort not only for the general
public, but also for the nation’s legislators. (NASA has also done a rather
poor job at this.)
In summary, we see the necessity to clearly segregate or filter tactical
port and commerce issues into a checklist that requires further evaluation
and careful study for applicability to the goal of international space
commerce and cooperation in space.

Some Major Technical Challenges of a Space Port
Network: Intermodal Operations
Whether it is ocean vessels or “sky vessels” in the form aircraft or
spacefaring vehicles, several axioms become clear from the discussion thus
far:








Fuel cost and speed are directly related for all transportation,
terrestrial or space based: speed costs money.
Speed of transportation is directly tied to cost of goods
transported.
The world is lagging in significant progress in fuel /
transportation systems technology to increase speed for all
transportation modes, but most notably aircraft and space
transportation.
The integration of aircraft and space vehicles may hold the
technology key to economic use of space for commerce.
Speed of goods transportation and ability for wealth creation are
directly related.
Fuel cost variability may kill technology investment precisely
when that investment is needed most due to the scarcity of
investment capital and the risk to profits.
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The trade space for economics terrestrially include speed but
exclude it in space because of the physics of space transportation.
Even in “old” modes of transportation such as ocean shipping,
technology is evolving and governmental control struggles with
strategic planning; the struggle in the “new” modes will be
commensurately more difficult.
Game-changing technologies in any technical area will not
immediately nor quickly be embraced in terrestrial or space
transportation because they are seen as, and in fact are,
disruptive.
Depending upon the extent of the disruption and the attendant
conditions, most significantly the funds available to push it into
use, these game changers will force themselves into the market.
All policy and allocation is definable at a national level but the
national perspective is developed regionally and politically.
Going to the international level is the integration or confluence
of these mixed-message national attempts at strategy.
All of these factors will be present in space commerce, and each
is both a growth opportunity and a potential deal breaker.

There are several identified problems of a technical nature that need
to be discussed.

Additional Technology Challenges That Space
Commerce Must Solve
Figure 8 above shows that for a period of time, jet aircraft were more
expensive per seat-mile than piston aircraft in terms of fuel consumption.
How then did jet aircraft not only survive, but eventually drive the front
line aircraft to be exclusively jets for military and commercial applications?
For the same reason people in the 1930’s were willing to pay ten times as
much to book a transatlantic flight on the zeppelins as on a Cunard or
White Star liner. The answer is that there was a strategic proposition at
work - there was no way a piston aircraft could match speed, and all
assorted benefits that come with speed. Piston technology had matured and
was at the end of its life-cycle.
It so happens that the performance limit of piston / propeller aircraft
wasn’t metallurgy or fuel related, but simple physics. At any speed over
about 450 mph, the propeller tips are induced to become transonic and then
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supersonic, with no load damping because they were built for subsonic
airspeeds. In fact, the cost disparity led the jet community to aggressively
pursue this and not only to close the gap, but to reach the same level of cost
efficiency at a higher speed. This in turn provided for an increased profit
margin because there are more ton-miles achievable by each aircraft.
A review of this case is warranted before the parallels between ocean
shipping and space transportation are projected onto the space realm.
During the 1950s and 1960s, the airline industry, driven both by domestic
and international competition, was obliged to replace their propeller-driven
fleets with jet aircraft. The jet engine had less complicated maintenance,
cheaper fuel (JP-4 versus 120 octane aviation gas), and was a technology
that held promise, seen in the Concorde and the TU-144, for supersonic
speeds, limited only by metallurgical technology and avionics.
Yet today there are many propeller-driven aircraft still in use. After
the opening of the enlarged Panama Canal the old, lower-capacity cargo
ships will be in use and providing useful service for another 20 years.
Technology leaps raise the bar but not all are required by commerce factors
to leap over the bar – there are many viable commercial pathways.

Propulsion Technology: New Technology is
Required for Cruising the Ocean of Deep Space
An example of a successful technology that failed commerically, even
when there was funding and both national and international interest behind
it, was the revolutionary ocean shipping technology development of the
35
“Atoms for Peace” initiative of President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Introduced on December 8, 1953, the first nuclear powered merchant ship
was the NS Savannah, shown in Figure 9. The program was halted after a
completely successful sea trial and demonstration of capability for speed,
reliability, and virtually no emissions. In an era more concerned with nonproliferation of nuclear energy into non-peaceful pursuits than carbon
footprint or emissions as is the case today, the public did not support the
Savannah.

35

“Atoms for Peace” was the title of a speech delivered by U.S. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower to the UN General Assembly in New York City on December 8, 1953.
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Figure 9: NS Savannah

Fast forward to the post-1973 era, when scenarios for energy
availability were radically changed internationally by the "oil shocks."
Today when the debate continues to rage over whether global warming is
indeed a real issue or a created phenomenon, this concept of clean, nonpolluting power is not even given a consideration. How can that be? What
happened to nuclear power in the ocean is yet another excellent example of
the confluence of conflicting and largely counterproductive protection of
the status quo under the banner of risk. An updated design of the reactor,
with new metallurgy, placed in a double hulled, post-Panamax size ship
would be an interesting economics case study. Clearly, discounting the
solvable hijacking issues, this would be a very viable ocean transportation
option.
And nuclear power is certainly attractive in space where concerns
about accidental radiation release are of little or no consequence. A fission
reactor would be a very logical source of power for a moon base, and
would also be ideal for a long duration Mars mission, especially when
coupled with a mature concept like the Variable Specific Impulse
36
Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) engine, shown in Figure 10.
Recalling that mass is not an issue for space transportation except
when entering or exiting a gravity well, such as a celestial body landing or
ascent, it is clear that any reactor capable of being launched and working in
microgravity would be an effective power source.

36

New Scientist Space: Ion engine could one day power 39-day trips to Mars, July
2009 by Lisa Grossman. http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17476-ionengine-could-one-day-power-39day-trips-to-mars.html
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Figure 10: Prototype VASIMR Engine

The vehicle upon which the engine resides looks remarkably like the
typical trans-lunar or trans-Mars transfer vehicle.

Figure 11: A VASMIR-Powered Trans-Mars Transfer Stage
Intermodal Shipping Containers and Handling of Commercial Space Cargo: A
Key Element in the Profitability of Space Commerce

While the VASIMR is presently a terrestrially bound working
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demonstration of the concept, the notional idea clearly is as revolutionary
as the steam engine was to ocean travel after 4000 years of sail powered
craft.
This type of technology breakthrough will be required to
economically cruise the oceans of deep space.
The integration of space transportation systems with
terrestrial transportation systems.
Space based cargo elements, whether up or down mass, look
substantially like the training mock-up shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: A Typical Space Vehicle – Cylindrical with Spherical Appendages

The configuration geometry has mostly to do with the vehicle design,
and less dependency upon volumetric or cost efficiency.
The “space
truck,” the Space Shuttle, had the most effective and efficient cargo
manifest system of any vehicle to date, yet it too was cylindrical, as shown
in the training artifact shown in Figure 13.
Contrast the cargo bay of the shuttle, which itself had a squarish slab
sided profile, to the standard 1 and 2 TEU (Ton Equivalent Unit)
containerized shipping module for ocean / land shipping as shown in Figure
13. (NOTE: a TEU is the volume of a 20-foot-long (6.1 m) intermodal
container, a standard-sized metal box which can be easily transferred
between different modes of transportation, such as ships, trains and trucks.)
The first thought is the shuttle cargo envelope is larger than a TEU
container. The terrestrial consideration of consequence is mass, while in
space it is volume. This is an excellent illustration of the conflicting
metrics, and the need for system integration of a workable mission level
solution to cargo. The innocent response would be if the shipping
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container from space is cylindrical, larger than the standard 1 or 2 TEU
container, then cargo would have to be repackaged for land and sea
shipping back on earth.

Figure 13: Shuttle Cargo Bay model next to 1 and 2 TEU Shipping Containers

That thought highlights the real challenge here beyond geometric
optimization, incompatibility of materials of construction and properties
thereof. Those issues of course must be solved but that is a design
consideration and considered a low risk. The real challenge is that the cost
of ground handling of non-commercial cargo sent to the International
Space Station and utilized on the space shuttle for over 135 missions was
roughly 40% of the total processing cost for the mission. That would be an
insurmountable cost penalty for international space commerce.
That
number would be of necessity larger than purely terrestrially bound cargo,
but certainly would have to be cut by an order of magnitude for space
sourced or space bound cargo. A 10% maximum is perhaps a starting point
with the goal to be minimized to only fractionally more than terrestrially
originated material.

A Brief History of Modular Shipping
Containerization is a system of freight transport.
Containers are built to
standardized dimensions, and can be loaded and unloaded, stacked,
transported efficiently over long distances, and transferred from one mode
of transport to another, including container ships, rail and semi-trailer
trucks, without being opened. The system, developed after World War II,
led to greatly reduced transport costs, and supported a vast increase in
international trade.
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These were prototyped in the mid-1930s, and by 1953, the larger
railroads had made the transition to containerized transport. The next step
in the process of global intermodalization was purpose-built ships,
specifically designed to accommodate containers. The first vessels to carry
containers began operation in Denmark in 1951. In the US, ships also
began carrying containers in 1951 between Seattle and Alaska.
The
containers were unloaded to purpose-built railroad cars for transport north
to the Yukon, in the first intermodal service using trucks, ships, and
railroad cars. This first lower 48 intermodal system initiated operation in
late 1955 on the Atlantic seaboard. Full on shipping of containers was
initiated April 1956, when a refitted tanker ship sailed from Newark to
Houston.
During containerization's first 20 years, many container sizes and
corner fittings were used; there were dozens of incompatible container
systems in the US alone. The standard sizes and fitting and reinforcement
norms that now exist evolved out of a series of compromises among
international shipping companies, European railroads, US railroads, and US
trucking companies. Four important ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) recommendations standardized containerization globally
during that time:





January 1968: R-668 defined the terminology, dimensions and
ratings
July 1968: R-790 defined the identification markings
January 1970: R-1161 made recommendations about corner
fittings
October 1970: R-1897 set out the minimum internal dimensions
of general purpose freight containers

In the United States, containerization and other advances in shipping
were impeded by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), which had
been created in 1887. The ICC was abolished in 1995 due to these
containerized shipping and jurisdictional conflicts, as no longer needed.
Containerization greatly reduced the expense of international trade
and increased its speed, especially for consumer goods and commodities. It
also dramatically changed the character of port cities worldwide. Crews of
20-22 were replaced by a single crane operator who could still outperform
that crew.
Another result was that the location of the port was changed,
something that would have been nearly impossible to predict. As a result
of inappropriate dockage configuration and an unwillingness to upgrade,
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the Port of San Francisco virtually ceased to function as a major
commercial port, while the neighboring port of Oakland accommodated
containers and emerged as the second largest on the West Coast.
In the 1950s Harvard University economist Benjamin Chinitz
predicted that containerization would benefit New York by allowing it to
ship its industrial goods more cheaply to the Southern United States, but
did not anticipate that containerization might also make it cheaper to import
such goods from abroad.
Most economic studies of containerization
merely assumed that shipping companies would begin to replace older
forms of transportation with containerization, but did not predict that the
process of containerization itself would have a more direct influence on the
37
choice of producers and increase the total volume of trade.
The lesson from this is clear.
While attempting to change the
technology, policy control such as the ICC and standards will emerge but
the gyrations and false starts are all part of the success. This is not
something that can be centrally planned and then executed.
How quickly can this same transformation be accomplished in space?
That depends, of course, upon many factors, including the amount of
money involved, the degree of international cooperation, and by which
countries and companies. How willing will the terrestrial links to space
commerce be to accommodating the newest intermodal player – space?
What is completely clear is that this process will occur but not under
control by any government or governments, and the pace will be
determined, as was the adoption of terrestrial containerization, by the
economic engine of profit.
Two other considerations. A converted container can be used as an
office or home. Could space-based units also be used for storage or
habitat? How would that affect the logistics from the moon? From Mars?
L2 or L5? Could these be like the post Panamax boats, the harbinger of the
“super space ship”?
On the ocean, the Emma Mærsk, 396 m long, was launched August
2006. It has been predicted that, at some point, the size of container ships
will be constrained only by the depth of the Straits of Malacca, one of the
world's busiest shipping lanes, linking the Indian Ocean to the Pacific
Ocean. This so-called “Malaccamax” size constrains a ship to dimensions
of 470 m (1,540 ft) in length and 60 m (200 ft) wide.
37

Marc Levinson (2006). The Box: How the Shipping Container Made the World
Smaller and the World Economy Bigger. Princeton Univ. Press. p. 1. ISBN 0-69112324-1. http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/titles/8131.html.
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What does this mean for space commerce? At best a prediction of
radical and rapid change is certain, but how it manifests is conjecture.
After all, who would have correctly projected the shoe box sized mobile
phone of the 1980’s would be a palm sized mobile computing system that
is in 2012 an inexpensive commodity?
With the demise of the shuttle program with STS-135 in July 2011, it
has been argued that the United States and indeed even the world has lost
the bridge to the future of space commerce because we decommissioned
38
the only space truck that ever flew operationally.
While this certainly is true for the International Space Station (ISS),
this is also an issue for the space freighter of the future. The bulk of the
ISS components are of the “round / cylindrical” variety, as are most of the
smaller parts. When there are efforts to set up manufacturing and mining
in space environments, there will be a requirement to build in the geometric
considerations as part of the program. That certainly was the case for the
shuttle program and the round / cylindrical space hardware.
The
requirement for the cargo bay of the shuttle and its capability of volume –
recall the mass versus volume discussion in the Chapter 16 on Space Ports
from the previous volume in this series, Space Commerce – was instituted
39
before the Apollo 11 astronauts walked on the surface of the moon!
Since the shuttle is no longer available to perform the prototype role
for this packaging and shipping experience, the timeline is of concern for
future design and integration of the shipping system.
In this regard, note that the logistics vehicles that support the ISS
were being developed a full 30 years before the station itself was built. The
message here is that effective long term planning is essential for successful
space commerce development.
And at the same time, initial concepts will evolve significantly as
they are being developed. Hence, the original design for the space shuttle
and the final design were only in common by 10%. The driving force is the
underlying idea, not the resulting product.
With regard to space commerce, the fully formed transport system
will not be a single vehicle, but a fleet of them. That clearly compels the
38
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“Return to Reality: Why a Space Shuttle Program is Vital to the Survival of the
International Space Station,” George W.S. Abbey, Baker Botts Senior Fellow in
Space Policy, James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy, Rice University,
Houston, Texas.
“Notes on Headquarters Meeting to Define the NASA Space Station Logistics
Vehicle – or “Did the Huddle Muddle the Shuttle?”, May 9, 1969, Kenneth A.
Young, FM6/ Orbital Mission Analysis Branch, JSC, United States Memorandum
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space commerce community to unprecedented international collaboration
on the design of this fleet of crafts and the “transition” craft that are the
final leg from space to the spaceport. It must work for the entire world, as
the 1 and 2 TEU containers currently do, or the costs will be prohibitive
and commerce will falter. One could think of the current container ship
and its evolution, which took less than 20 years from inception to the total
demise of non-container shipping, as well as the evolution to the current
Panamax ship. That sense of collaboration will be required again, but on a
much more complex problem, space to ground and ground to space.
Manufacturing will occur at near absolute zero temperature, in a perfect,
but dirty, vacuum and shipping will take them to a human, supportive
environment on Earth, all economically. These considerations cannot be
added on; they must be designed into the spaceport system if international
space commerce is to be successful.

Work Force Considerations: More Stringent than
Terrestrial Considerations
Figures 14 and 15 show that the space shuttle / ISS space suit presents a
manufacturing and logistical problem for any spaceport. Every astronaut
must have a custom suit made, including legs, torso, gloves, and inner
cooling gear. Expensive for sure, and unfortunately not interchangeable
with other suits, and therefore subject to difficult logistical/supply issues.
These suits and cooling gaments require a special piece of computing
machinery to generate the pattern that the suit maker, by hand, must
translate into a durable, space-rated exo-garment. Certainly this machine
shop could be put on orbit, but that would also require the artisans to live
and work there as well. Perhaps this will be the next quasi-industry in
space.
Another group of craftsmen labor over the custom-made glove,
shown in Figure 16. While there are adjustments that can be made on all of
these components, the adjustments are quite small. The utility of the
garment pieces rests primarily upon the component artisan, and the creative
interpretation of the estimation computer system.
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Figure 14: Space Suits: The Logistical And Cost Challenge

Figure 15: The Space Suit Artisans Craft Hall

With the termination of the Shuttle program, experience gathered
during 30 years of shuttle flights has also been dissipated almost
completely.
Russian partners wear an Orlon suit, which, while not as robust or
capable, is in fact a second source.
This situation points to a potential
collaboration opportunity to meet space and terrestrial needs for garment
tailoring techniques, systems, and technology that might make fitted suits
and space suits from an industrial rather than a craft process. The number
of people going into orbit will determine the size of the market, and thus
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the extent of the commerical opportunity.

Figure 16: The Art of Space Gloves

If the space suit and space glove system looks like a throwback to the
1960s, it’s because indeed it is.
Reducing the art to a science on an
international level is a critical path item for space commerce, and of course
the suit is but one element that will be required for large scale space
commercialization; recall the discussion of containerized freight and the 20
years that elapsed from the intial implementations in the “rush” to
standardization.
Space tools must also become standardized, whether used inside a
spacecraft or outside in space. And these tools must be rated for use by
humans as well as usable by sophisticated robots.
Today’s approach is based on massive customization of everything,
which is also massively expensive to achieve, and complicated.
Future
space commerce systems will be designed from the top level to the smallest
level of detail to be produceable at much larger scale, at one or two
magnitudes lower cost.
The ability to have a tool box rich on improvising possibilities is
essential in any deep space scenario, where dealing with the unknown will
be the norm, and the distances involved mean that there is no recourse to
Earth in an emergency situation.
The scenarios for training will also be different.
It would be expensive and impractical to remove a human from space
service, de-orbit, recondition (to 1 g), train for space tasks, and return to
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service, which means that training will occur in space.
A great deal of the
training for ISS crew members is already occurring on board, as much as
practically possible, although the Sonny Carter Training Facility at the
Johnson Space Center is where ISS EVA training is currently conducted.

Figure 17: Sonny Carter Training Facility at the Johnson Space Center
Zero g Simulation

Tools might be of different construction when adapted to space but
the design and performance must be consistant with terrestrial tools, or the
risk is created that the speciality of the tools, coupled with the lower
production numbers and no commonality with terrestrial applications,
would force the price, in a market economy, to a completely unsupportable
cost.
Today on the ISS, items such as commercial camcorders are being
utilized off the shelf (with the exception of the requisite certification for
batteries, a safety issue).
It’s also worth giving some thought to the technology required to
commercialize space food.
While current space food is vastly improved
from the quality, diversity, and taste of anything available in the past, it is
still, produced, processed, and prepared on Earth, repackaged and
reconstituted for ingestion. Shelf life is limited, and the ability to stockpile
is also limited, making constant resupply a necessity.
While mechanical
parts, if absolutely necessary, can be logistically inventoried, food is not
infinite in shelf life. New technology is required that, once perfected,
would most certainly find emergency relief, military, and third world
applications where transportation is an issue, such as during emergencies
and famines.
But if the perspective of the commercialization of space requires the
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generation of enormous capital profits, then the lure of spin-off technology
has a significant pull in a positive direction. If space food were as tasty,
nutritious, and economical as terrestrial grown and prepared food, it would
be extensively used in many applications.
There is a long way to go to
understand and meet the requirements of long term exposure to the rigors
of space, and proper and tasty nutrition.
While we’re discussing supply and logistics, the issue of standards
deserves a final word. The mix of partners, a multitude of participating
nations, virtually assures that issues of integration and interoperability will
require extraordinary effort and attention.
How competing “standards” for the logistical parts and sub parts is
handled will also be a factor in determining eventual profitability.
Standardization and terrestrial collaboration on the associated technologies
must be carefully guided by policy that promotes profitability. A future
version of the International Standards Organization, ISO, can be expected
to emerge, which we might think of as the SSO, Space Standards
Organization. Among the many issues that will be discussed and
negotiated is how various technical and mecahnical standards will be
developed for the varying degrees of gravity that occur on various celestial
bodies. Should tools designed for use the Moon also be usable on Jupiter?
Or at LEO? Or L5?
It’s likely that we’ll depend on entrepreneurs to drive not only the
development of these required standards, but also the full scope of the
business systems that will make space commerce a reality. We can look to
today’s and tomorrow’s Warren Buffets, as well as Elon Musks, Robert
Bigelows, Richard Bransons, and all the other investors, entrepreneurs,
visionaries, engineers, and managers to drive these industries forward.

Assembling the Pieces: A Thought Exercise on How
a Spaceport Complex Might Function
Can we construct from the initial conditions of today a speculative but
plausible scenario describing how the commercialization of space might
emerge?
The ensemble of vehicles and concepts shown in Figure 19 is from a
40
NASA work on that very topic.
40

“A Flexible Path to Mars, With Commercial Opportunities and Public Benefits
Along the Way”, Lynn Harper, et al, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
CA, 2011.
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Figure 19: Potential Space Commerce Mixed Fleet Components: 2012 - 2065
1.
2.
3.

International Space Station, ISS
Orion (and derivatives) – NASA vehicle for space access
Commercial crew space access vehicles:
a. Dragon
b. HTV
c. Dream Chaser
4. Ares / Delta / Atlas – near term launch systems
5. HLV – future heavy lift system
6. Cryogenic tank farm in LEO for refueling
7. Commercial space station – with inflatable habitats
8. Trans-lunar stage
9. Robotic lunar / Mars transport
10. Morpheus – Methane-oxygen fueled lander system
11. Crew expedition / lunar outpost
12. Space based power generation station at Lagrange point
13. Lunar inflatable habitat
14. Orbital cargo transfer system
15. Deep space expendable cryogenic fuel tanker
16. Asteroid target / manufacturing resource
17. Mars transport vehicle
18. Mars crew lander system
19. Solar collector / concentrator for power generation and beaming
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No credibility is extended to any of these systems, vehicles, or
concepts, except to say they are plausible and possible, and have
progressed beyond the state of an idea.
This collage of vehicles shown in Figure 19 in no way is optimized or
proposed as a viable fleet, or even a desirable fleet. Rather, it takes what is
in the inventory, what is currently under development, what is proposed,
and what is thought to be a possible next step and welds them together to
illustrate the point of this chapter in a story, which is that there will be a
mixed fleet of vehicles, expectations, dreams, hopes and beneath all that, a
mixed set of regulations, folkways, mores, and inspirations, all of which
must, like the discovery of the New World, be melded together. From this
forging the next chapter of humankind will be told.
For purposes of a hypothetical scenario, a spaceport hub is shown.
Starting on Earth with a vertical – vertical or at best vertical-horizontal
launch system, ISS (1) orbits the earth being resupplied by a host of
commercial cargo / crew systems (3), competing for the business of
science, product, and people ferrying. Launched primarily by medium
capability lift vertical-vertical launchers (4), the crew and the return cargo
(2) are entered through the atmosphere in the technique of the Apollo era,
landing in the water. This allows for gentle handling and facilitates the
“use and replace” motif of the transport system. This activity dominates
the space transport business through the early 2030s, and only with the
advent of the very heavy lift system (5), again vertical-vertical, does the
industry grow into the trans-lunar and lunar Lagrange point market for
vehicles and crew. This heavy lift system and the medium lift system
combine forces to put inflatable commercial space stations (7) and space
tourists in orbit.
These habitats require by their nature as tourist destinations routine
and frequent launches of both launch systems (4), (5). While shuttling
people and completing re-supply, the launch systems also provide the parts
and manpower to assemble tank farms for cryogenic propellant storage, as
well as the first high orbit communications network intended for space-tospace communications and high-speed celestial internet / web system (12)
to service the L2 and L5 Lagrange point assets.
Low cost commercial and perhaps some government sponsored
robotic landers (10), orbited by launch systems (4), (5), provide robotic
material (9) processing, and the habitat precursor capability on the lunar
surface. The literal scrap yard of lander bases is collected for the
construction of the permanent human habitat (13). Power is microwaved
to the lunar surface to facilitate the construction of lunar habitats from a
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collection station (19).
Within 5 years of the first landing, construction crews (11) will
complete a permanent lunar base in 2035, providing sufficient
infrastructure for a long duration crew settlers habitat (13) that operates the
mining, refining, packaging shipping and manufacturing of the repair parts
for the lunar surface operations. This integrated silicon, germanium,
arsenic and iron production provides the materials for the L2 factory and
L5 processing (17), (12) that are a major profit center for the international
computer chip consortium. These extremely high speed chip sets are
utilized to construct directly on the lunar surface the majority of the
computing power necessary to continuously operate with precision the cost
effective product and people transfer shuttle flights (14) from the lunar city
to Earth.
Utilizing the assets of the Lander bases and indigenously produced
parts, the necessary fuel production equipment, along with assets from
earth launches of the heavy launch system (5), the first pieces of the
infrastructure for the Mars Team are launched in 2050 (15). In 2060, the
Orbiting Mars Control Center for Exploration (MCCex) (17) is launched
into a polar Martian orbit, providing continuous control for the robotic
elements of the infrastructure on the Martian surface.
Space tourism is a huge high profit center on this budding intercelestial highway, as despite the cost, the duration of absence from earth
and inherent dangers of radiation, distance, and lack of Earth level medical
care in space, demand far outstrips the ability to supply opportunities.
Space workers and their robotic assistants get first selection seating
on the available shuttle craft. The shift of assets and interest to permanent
Mars habitation in 2065 constrains the entire celestial highway with traffic
and resupply needs. The mix of government vehicles and predominantly
commercial vehicles, most of which are owned by an international
consortium, is opening up a market for “pre-owned” space vehicles, which
are slower, less safe, and more prone to delays. This industry will no doubt
be a major market force by 2075.
In Earth orbit, where space manufactured goods are placed in a
parking orbit, the payload bay of the passenger liner Skylon III is filled
with cargo modules after the Skylon III delivers passengers into orbit. This
horizontal-horizontal cargo shuttle has such a rapid turn-around in the
launch-to-delivery-to-reload-to-reentry that along with its fuel-only launch
system, it is likely to capture all but the very large element cargo market in
less than a decade. By 2080, a Skylon IV that handles twice the cargo
volume will be operational. This will increase the profit margin of celestial
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manufacturing considerably, and evokes the memories of the 2020 postPanamax ocean ships, and the dramatic cargo cost reduction achieved in
terrestrial commerce as a result of these massive container ships.
The advent of large scale, non-vertical launch, point-to-point, landbased cargo systems has caused the Port of Houston Authority, located
only 10 miles from NASA’s Johnson Space Center, to expand its
operations and become known as the Celestial Orbital Port of Houston
Authority (COPOHA). With facilities to ship by unmanned aircraft
vehicle (UAV) robotic rail, and robotic highway cargo pods, the complex at
COPOHA handles nearly 40% of the dollar volume of goods entering the
United States.
It is projected that by 2062, only a short 100 years after the space
race began in earnest between the USSR and the USA, spaceports around
the world have ceased being organized around dominance in warheads and
counts of missiles in inventory. Rather, collaboration in space has shifted
competition into a matter of profit centers focused on developing and
deploying faster, more reliable, and higher technology strategic cargo
systems.
Hundreds of years from now, surely someone will write a book about
the parallels of the journey of Columbus, the first transcontinental railroad
across the United States, the Trans-Siberian railroad, the Suez and Panama
Canals, and other great voyages and transportation firsts, and recognize
commerce as the very common human thread uniting all these endeavors.
Yes, indeed: Houston we have a profit ….

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed many of the essential commerical and
technological issues that must be considered as commerce moves outward
from Earth. Some of the principles we have explored include:






The speed of commerce often dictates the scale of the profits that
may be derived.
Speed is also the connective tissue between terrestrial and
celestial vehicles.
Speed is a function of fuel / propulsion systems terrestrially and
in space, with the added factors of gravity wells and Keplerian
motion being critical features of space transportation as well.
Technology and policy, social trends and international market
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forces often pull in different directions, but synergy must be
realized in order for commerce to emerge in space at any
significant scale.
Legislative intentions often fail to translate into funding
allocations that address intended needs, even in vital areas such
as transportation. This suggests that the more control lies with
commercial parties, the faster will be the progress.
The
challenge then becomes balancing speed and safety, and not
sacrificing safety in the reckless pursuit of speed.
Humankind’s sorties into space will require national and
international focus on the expansion into permanent footholds
required for international space commercialization.
Eventually, none of this will be about flags, footprints, and fame;
it will be about market share and profit potential.
A new ISO will likely emerge, a Space Standards Organization,
through which humans – and perhaps robots as well – will
negotiate the standards that will enable commerical
interoperability and efficiencies for tools and technologies that
are used across the solar system.
All this will unfold with all the strengths and weaknesses of all
of humankind, in full evidence and on display.

May the authors and readers alike not only live to see this adventure
move beyond the beginning that is unfolding today, but live to see it
become a significant reality, and perhaps witness the beginnings of the next
chapter in human evolution, commerce-based outposts in the cosmos.

•••
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